University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez

UPRM CAHSI Support:
Southeast Region CAHSI Support:
Lead, Prof. Nayda Santiago (Naydag.santiago@upr.edu)
Connector, Cristina M. Canals Silander (cristina.canals@upr.edu)
Student Advocate, Karelys Lopez Rivera (karelys.lopez1@upr.edu)

CAHSI Backbone Contact: cahsialliance@gmail.com

COVID-19 INFO & RESOURCES

CAHSI SUPPORT SERVICES: FACEBOOK.COM/GROUPS/CAHSI.SUPPORTGROUP
CAHSI realizes the stress that many of you are feeling with the COVID-19 outbreak and the effect that it may be having on your education. We are especially concerned about the impact of technological and online access challenges, financial needs, food insecurity, and family care needs. The Facebook CAHSI Support Group provides the means to share and learn about new resources and opportunities.

Contact CAHSI support (listed above) if you have specific needs that may be interfering with your ability to succeed in your academic program.

INSTITUTIONAL COVID-19 UPDATES
Institutional COVID-19 updates news:
https://www.uprm.edu/coronavirus/

List of Institutional available services:
https://www.uprm.edu/continuidadacademica/directorio/

Technical Support for Faculty and Students on teaching and studying online:
https://www.uprm.edu/continuidadacademica/

RumboEX - Student Learning Center Support:
https://bit.ly/3ehAL7A

Psychological Support Services:
https://www.uprm.edu/dcsp/dcsp-cuarentena/

For reasonable accommodations, please email: oseirum@uprm.edu.

UPDATED EMAILS FOR COMPUTING RELATED DEPARTMENTS:

ECE Chairman: Irvin Balaguer irvin.balaguer@upr.edu
CSE Chairman: Pedro Rivera p.rivera@upr.edu
Math Sciences Chairman: Omar Colon omar.colon4@upr.edu